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We know that sharing the real stories of people who have
overcome their own mental health struggles is an effective
way to engage with people and reduce the stigma around
mental health and suicide.
RAMHP has an extensive suite of resources which have
been developed with real people from rural and remote
NSW with real stories to tell about their mental health and
wellbeing journey and how they have overcome struggles to
live a healthy and happy life.
RAMHP's lived experience stories have been developed in
conjunction with the team of RAMHP Coordinators from
throughout rural and remote NSW.
RAMHP's suite of lived experience resources include 26
episodes of the Let's Talk podcast series, five videos, and a
collection of articles featured in the Take Time digital
magazine. All of these resources are accessible online at
RAMHP's Lived Experience Resource Central:

www.ramhp.com.au/projects/livedexperience-resource-central/
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PODCAST
The award-winning ‘Let’s Talk’ podcast series is produced by
journalist Kia Handley in partnership with RAMHP and is all
about mental health issues in rural and regional Australia.
In this series we explore some of the big issues and
incredible initiatives saving peoples’ lives.
Hear from people who have battled with their mental health,
who have been through tragedy and have come out of the
other side and also from some of the people who have
helped them on their journey.
Over the four series and 26 episodes, a range of topics are
tackled, including the drought, environment, young people,
men, carers, rural LGBTIQ, and homelessness.
You can find links to the podcast series at Lived Experience
Resource Centre:
www.ramhp.com.au/projects/lived-experience-resourcecentral/
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TAKE TIME
MAGAZINE
The Take Time digital magazine was launched in September 2020 and
features stories of hope and courage from across NSW.
Read about life’s challenges and how real people have found connection
through change. You’l l be inspired by the strength, vulnerability and
tenacity of everyday Australians, picking themselves up through tough
times and asking for help when they need it.
Take Time features the stories of eight people from rural and remote
NSW as well as RAMHP Ambassador Melinda Schneider.
Access Take Time at our website's Lived Experience Resource Central
page at
www.ramhp.com.au/projects/lived-experience-resource-central/
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VIDEOS

RAMHP have produced five Lived Experience videos featuring courageous people who
wanted to share their personal stories in the hope that they will help others.
Three of these were created especially for RAMHP's rural men’s website You Got This Mate
and are aimed to resonate with men who may feel they are alone in what they are
experiencing:
Kaiden, a Wiradjuri man who experienced mental health problems and drug and alcohol
dependence and sought help and now works at a drug and alcohol rehabilitation facility and
runs his own business;
Warren, a former dairy farmer and now a facilitator of ‘Unbreakable Farmer’, faced many
challenges including floods, family disputes, and the ongoing drought all of which
significantly impacted on his mental health; and
Andrew, who grew up in country NSW and battled with drugs and alcohol in his youth,
spending 19 months in rehab and at eight years clean began working in the Alcohol and
Other Drugs field. He now works with the Royal Flying Doctor Service based in Broken Hill.
Two of the videos showcase the stories of two inspiring but very different women: Laura,
who experienced symptoms of anxiety, depression and PTSD from a young age, and RAMHP
Ambassador country music singer Melinda Schneider who battled feelings of sadness,
shame and hopelessness for many years before she started to slowly feel better.
Access the videos at our website's Lived Experience Resource Central page at
www.ramhp.com.au/projects/lived-experience-resource-central/

HOW YOU
CAN SHARE
SOCIAL MEDIA
NEWSLETTERS
WEBSITE LINKS
PRINT ASSETS

SOCIAL
MEDIA
Suggested social media copy:
The Rural Adversity Mental Health Program (RAMHP) has a great suite of resources which
have been developed with real people from rural and remote NSW with lived experience
stories about their mental health and wellbeing journey and how they have overcome
struggles to live a healthy and happy life.
RAMHP's suite of lived experience resources includes 26 episodes of the Let's Talk podcast
series, five videos, and a collection of articles from eight men and women featured in Take
Time magazine.
All of these resources are accessible online at RAMHP's Lived Experience Resource Central
at: www.ramhp.com.au/projects/lived-experience-resource-central/

Facebook/Instagram and Twitter/LinkedIn tiles are attached for your use.

or just share ours:
RAMHP are rolling out a targeted social media campaign to promote the various aspects of
Lived Experience Resource Central and we invite you to share our posts from our social
media accounts:
DOWNLOAD ALL VIDEO PREVIEWS
Facebook: @Rural Adversity Mental Health Program - RAMHP
Twitter: @ramhpnsw
LinkedIn: @Rural Adversity Mental Health Program (RAMHP)

NEWSLETTERS
Copy and paste the below text straight into your
organisation's newsletter along with the image provided:
Hearing and reading about the real stories of people who have
overcome their own mental health struggles can be extremely helpful
for people who are experiencing their own mental health issues. Storytelling also contributes to reducing the stigma around mental health
and suicide.
The Rural Adversity Mental Health Program (RAMHP) has an extensive
suite of resources which have been developed with real people from
rural and remote NSW with real stories to tell about their mental
health and wellbeing journey and how they have overcome struggles to
live a healthy and happy life.
These include an award-winning podcast series, videos and Take Time
magazine, which are all accessible online, at RAMHP"s Lived Experience
Resource Central:
https://www.ramhp.com.au/projects/lived-experience-resource-central/

WEBSITE
LINKS
Please share the link to RAMHP's Lived Experience Resource Central
page on your links page on your website:

https://www.ramhp.com.au/projects/
lived-experience-resource-central/

DOWNLOAD ALL VIDEO PREVIEWS

PRINT
ASSETS
Please print and distribute our attached B5 colour flyer to your
stakeholders .
The flyer includes a handy QR code which will take people straight to
RAMHP's Lived Experience Resource Central via their smartphone.

DOWNLOAD ALL VIDEO PREVIEWS

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT VANESSA DELANEY
ON 6363 8443

THANK YOU FOR
YOUR SUPPORT

